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 From Hands to Tutors: African Expertise in
 the South Carolina Rice Economy

 JUDITH A. CARNEY

 By the end of the eighteenth century, South
 Carolina had emerged as one ofthe world's wealthiest agricultural areas.
 The basis for its economic prominence was rice cultivation, which had
 been developing rapidly from the 1690s.1 The knowledge and expertise
 required for rice cultivation, however, did not exist among Barbadian
 planters who transferred a slave-based economy to South Carolina, nor
 did it come with the successive waves of British and French colonists

 who expanded the plantation system. The techniques of rice production
 were vested in the knowledge carried by many African peoples to the
 Americas, particularly those enslaved from Senegal to the Ivory Coast,
 which is home to the indigenous West African rice, Oryza glaberrima.2

 Until Wood's pathbreaking research in the early 1970s, historical ac?
 counts of the development of South Carolina's rice economy credited
 "imaginative" planters for discovering the crop's potential and adapting

 JUDITH A. CARNEY is Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, UCLA. The author
 acknowledges the incisive comments of Haripriya Rangan, Anthony Lee, Kairn Klieman,
 Stephanie Pincetl, and Susanna Hecht. She also thanks Chase Langford for his creative illus-
 trations.

 1. See Lewis Cecil Gray, History of Agriculture in the Southern United States to 1860
 (Gloucester, Mass: Peter Smith, vol.1, [1933] 1958); A.S. Salley, "The Introduction of Rice
 Culture into South Carolina," Bulletins of the Historical Commission of South Carolina 6 (Co-
 lumbia: The State Company, 1919), and Wesley F. Craven, The Southern Colonies in the
 Seventeenth Century, 1607-1689 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1949); and John
 Otto, The Southern Frontiers, 1607-1860 (New York: Greenwood, 1989), 33.

 2. Roland Porteres, "Primary Cradles of Agriculture in the African Continent," in Papers in
 African Prehistory, ed. by J. Fage and R. Oliver (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
 1970), 43-58; J. Harlan, J. DeWet, and A. Stemler, "Plant Domestication and Indigenous West
 African Agriculture," in Origins of African Plant Domestication, ed. by Harlan, DeWet and
 Stemler (Chicago: Aldine, 1976), 3-19. A. Carpenter, "The History of Rice in Africa," in Rice in
 Africa, ed. by I. Buddenhagen and J. Persely (London: Academic Press, 1978), 3-10.

 agricultural history volume 67 ? number 3 ? summer 1993. ? agricultural history society
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 2 agricultural history

 its cultivation to diverse environmental settings.3 Wood challenged this
 perspective by arguing that Africans contributed more than mere muscle
 to South Carolina's rice economy: the agronomic knowledge critical to
 the crop's development in South Carolina originated with slaves.4

 This paper lends further support to Wood's argument that African
 slaves were more than "hands" in the evolution of the South Carolina

 rice economy. A cross-cultural perspective is employed to show that the
 micro-environments planted to rice in West Africa on the eve of the At-
 lantic Slave Trade were identical with those that emerged in South Caro?
 lina in the period prior to American independence. Duplicate techniques
 for water control also appeared in the South Carolina systems. The his?
 torical reconstruction, based on empirical research as well as archival
 and secondary sources, demonstrates the remarkable correspondence
 between the rice cultivation systems established in colonial South Caro?
 lina and those indigenously developed in West Africa. It further substan-
 tiates the position that African slaves tutored planters in the requisite
 skills and technologies to create one of the New World's most lucrative
 plantation economies.

 Prior to Wood, the African role in the South Carolina rice economy had
 been downplayed in several key respects. Educated descendants of plant?
 ers dominated writing on the South Carolina rice economy into the twen?
 tieth century and provided glowing accounts of the accomplishments of
 their forebears. The difficulties involved in converting insalubrious
 swamps to productive lands as well as the sophisticated techniques of
 water management and tidal irrigation were unquestioningly assigned to
 planter ingenuity and imagination. This interpretation was bolstered by
 documentation that credited a ship captain from Madagascar for intro-
 ducing rice to planters who then successfully seized the opportunity to
 experiment with its cultivation.5 The Madagascar hypothesis assumed
 that knowledge of rice cultivation lay in Asia, and the South Asian origins

 3. See for example, David Ramsay, History of South Carolina (Charleston: Walker, Evans
 & Co, 1858); David Doar, Rice and Rice Planting in the South Carolina Low Country (Charles?
 ton, S.C: Charleston Museum, [1936] 1970); Herbert R. Sass, A Carolina Rice Plantation ofthe
 Fifties (New York: Wm. Morrow, 1936); Duncan C Heyward, Seed from Madagascar (Chapel
 Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1937); Norman Hawley, "The Old Rice Plantations in
 and around the Santee Experimental Forest," Agricultural History 23 (1949):86-91; and Con-
 verse Clowse, Economic Beginnings in Colonial South Carolina, 1670-1730 (Columbia: Uni?
 versity of South Carolina, 1971).

 4. Peter H. Wood, Black Majority (New York: W.W. Norton, 1974a); and Peter H. Wood,
 "More Like a Negro Country: Demographic Patterns in Colonial South Carolina, 1700-1740,"
 in Race and Slavery in the Western Hemisphere: Quantitative Studies, ed. by S. Engerman and
 E. Genovese (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975).

 5. For the introduction of rice into South Carolina see Ramsay, History of South Carolina;
 A.S. Salley, "The Introduction of Rice Culture"; and Heyward, Seed from Madagascar. On
 planter historians diminishing the importance of skilled slaves in favor of the role of the
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 3 African Expertise

 of the Malagasy people provided logical validity for the argument.6 The
 possibility that rice could have been introduced to South Carolina from
 West Africa was ignored even though the Upper Guinea Coast: (1) was
 the source of massive numbers of slaves with experience growing rice;
 (2) is home to an indigenous rice species and sophisticated cultivation
 systems; (3) routinely provisioned rice to European slave ships for the
 Middle Passage; and (4) is located nearerthe Americas than Madagascar,
 half a continent away.7

 Clowse, writing in 1971, provided a critical shift in perspective by re-
 vealing the importance of African labor in ranching and forest extractive
 activities for the capital accumulation that financed the growing impor-
 tation of slaves from 1700 onward. The emergence of a black majority in
 the colony from 1708 facilitated the economic orientation towards rice.8
 Wood (1974) built upon Clowse's research by arguing that the rice plan?
 tation economy was nurtured by the agronomic expertise as well as the
 labor of West African slaves. Support for an African, rather than planter,
 basis for the knowledge of rice growing in South Carolina increased over
 the following years with research that drew attention to the extent of rice

 masters, see Leland Ferguson, Uncommon Ground: Archeology and Early African America,
 1650-1800 (Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Institution, 1992), 61.

 6. Doar's overview of South Carolina rice culture and his ancestors' roles provides an
 illustration: "A short recapitulation will show what has been accomplished by the enterprise
 of our planters in the last seventy years ... It is one hundred and fifty-seven years since the
 introduction of rice into Carolina, and there are grounds for supposing that our people have
 accomplished more during that period, in the cultivation and preparation of this grain, than
 has been done by any Asiatic nations, who have been conversant with its growth for many
 centuries... in our method of irrigation we were their equal?while in economy of cultiva?
 tion ... we are greatly their superiors" (Doar, Rice and Rice Planting, 20). Support for diffusion
 of rice from Madagascar to South Carolina is additionally weakened by the year of introduc?
 tion, 1685. Rice was cultivated in the Madagascar highlands, not along the lowland coasts
 within easy reach of Europeans (Curtin, pers. corn.). Unfortunately, the debate over the year
 of rice introduction to South Carolina has shed little information on whether the indigenous
 West African rice species, O. glaberrima, (which have a red hue) were introduced.

 7. On rice sales, purchases, and provisioning of slave ships with foods captives were
 accustomed to, see: John Atkins, Voyage to Guinea, Brasil, and the West Indies (UCLA mi-
 crofilm: London, 1735); Francis Moore, Travels into the Inland Parts of Africa (London: Edward
 Cave, 1738); Theodore Canot, Adventures of an African Slaver (New York: Albert & Charles
 Boni, 1928); Mungo Park, Travels into the Interior of Africa (London: Eland, 1799 [1954 ed.]),
 4; Paul Edwards, Equiano's Travels (Exeter, New Hampshire: Heinemann, 1967), 33; Philip
 Curtin, The Atlantic Slave Trade (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1969); K.G. Davis, The
 Royal African Company (New York: Atheneum, 1970); Walter Rodney, A History of the Upper
 Guinea Coast, 1545 to 1800 (New York: Monthly Review, 1970); and Paul Lovejoy, Transfor?
 mations in Slavery (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1983).

 8. Clowse, Economic Beginnings; Wood, Black Majority, also shows that in certain South
 Carolina rice producing parishes blacks outnumbered whites ten to one by the first decades
 of the eighteenth century.
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 4 agricultural history

 cultivation in West Africa during the Atlantic Slave Trade as well as the
 deliberate selection of bondsmen with the requisite expertise.9

 This paper builds upon the cross-cultural emphasis developed by
 Wood (1974), Littlefield (1981), and Otto (1989) by considering the form
 and the process by which rice cultivation was transferred to the Ameri-
 cas. A detailed examination of the micro-environments planted to rice in
 West Africa and South Carolina as well as of the underlying knowledge
 systems that reappeared with the transfer of slaves to the Carolina low-
 country, underscores the magnitude of the African contribution. The em?
 phasis on slave expertise in rice cultivation suggests, moreover, a differ?
 ent approach to understanding the process of technology transfer. Even
 though historical recovery of the precise manner in which West Africans
 tutored planters in rice growing seems unlikely, the process accompa-
 nying this knowledge exchange can perhaps be illuminated by examining
 the task labor system that characterized the rice plantation economy. This
 unusual system of plantation labor may represent the residue of a com?
 plex pattern of negotiation between slave and master in which agro?
 nomic knowledge and cooperation in developing rice plantations pro?
 vided slaves leverage for limiting planter demands on their field labor.
 Expected work burdens on rice plantations were already established in
 customary practice during the colonial period. The process of technology
 transfer consequently may have provided slaves the opportunity to ne-
 gotiate patterns of labor in rice fields to either duplicate those they knew
 in Africa or to redefine the nature of New World servitude so as to im-

 prove their conditions of existence.
 The discussion begins with an overview of the major rice production

 systems of the West African rice coast, which supplied more than 40
 percent of South Carolina's slaves.10 These production types, whose

 9. See Daniel Littlefield Rice and Slaves: Ethnicity and the Slave Trade in Colonial South
 Carolina (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1981) as well as "The Slave Trade to
 Colonial South Carolina: A Profile," South Carolina Historical Magazine 91 (1990):68-99; the
 Littlefield book review by Philip D. Morgan, William & Mary Quarterly 39 (1982):709-12; David
 Richardson, "The British Slave Trade to Colonial South Carolina," Slavery and Abolition 12
 (1991): 125-72. Clarence Ver Steeg, Origins of a Southern Mosaic (Athens: University of Geor?
 gia, 1975); James Clifton, "The Rice Industry in Colonial America," Agricultural History
 (1981):266-83; Charles Joyner, Down by the Riverside (Urbana: University of lllinois, 1984);
 Julia F. Smith, Slavery and Rice Culture in Low Country Georgia, 1750-1860 (Knoxville: Uni?
 versity of Tennessee, 1985); and Otto, Southern Frontiers.

 10. Curtin, Atlantic Slave Trade, 103-04, 128; Littlefield, Rice and Slaves, 113; Otto, South?
 ern Frontiers, 35; and Joseph E. Holloway, Africanisms in American Culture (Bloomington,
 Ind: Indiana University Press, 1990), 2-7. The rice classification system is based on fieldwork
 in Senegal, Gambia and Guinea Bissau by Carney during 1984, 1987 and 1990 as well as a
 review of the secondary and historical literature for the West African rice coast. Senegambia
 provided a disproportionate number of bondsmen to South Carolina during the first 50 years
 of the colony's settlement and the critical period for rice experimentation and development;
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 MAP 1 West African Rice Production Zone

 Inland delta
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 Niger River
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 Chad
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 Source: Adapted from Paul Richards, "Upland and Swamp Rice
 Farming Systems in Sierra Leore: An Evolutionary
 Transition?," Comparative Farming Systems eds B.L

 Turner and Stephen Brush. (New York: Guilford, 1987),

 pg. 156.

 antiquity Islamic and European commentaries affirm, form the basis for
 the following section that traces the emergence of analogous rice sys?
 tems in South Carolina by the time of the American Revolution. The last
 section builds on a comparative analysis of environmental history, labor
 regimes and the technological expertise of enslaved Africans to recast
 the traditional interpretation of both the regional economy of the rice-
 growing South and the trajectory of U.S. agricultural development. By
 highlighting the active role of African slaves in creating the foundations
 of a prosperous plantation economy through their technological exper?
 tise, the paper attempts to stimulate new research directions for scholars
 engaged in recovering the histories of subaltern groups.

 Rice is an indigenous West African cultivar, domesticated during the

 slaves of Senegambian provenance formed nearly 20 percent of South Carolina's bondsmen
 (Joyner, Down by the Riverside, 13).
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 6 agricultural history

 second millennium b.c independently of Oryza sativa, Asian rice.11 The
 center of domestication of native West African rice, Oryza glaberrima, is
 the middle Niger River delta, but important secondary centers developed
 in the region between the Sine-Saloum and Casamance Rivers that me-
 ander through southern Senegal and Gambia.12

 Map 1 presents the West African rice zone that extends along the coast
 from Senegal to the Ivory Coast and inland to the Niger Delta in Mali.
 Rice domestication developed in a region of considerable environmental
 diversity: riverine floodplains, highlands, lowlying depressions, and
 coastal estuaries influenced by forceful marine tides. This area is one
 where precipitation follows a marked seasonal pattern, the rainy season
 generally occurring during the months of June to October. Rainfall in?
 creases south, toward the equator, with slightly higher averages along
 the coast. But the significant climatic factor for West African rice domes?
 tication is its emergence in the Sudano-Sahelian region, which experi-
 ences episodic droughts at least every 20 years. Careful attention to
 moisture regimes, tidal dynamics, topography and edaphic factors en-
 abled West Africans to overcome precipitation constraints by creating a
 farming system reliant on multiple forms of water availability.13

 The West African rice production systems that predate the Atlantic
 Slave Trade are still cultivated in the region today. Three major water
 regimes regulate rice production: the upland system-originally devel?
 oped in the Guinea highlands?that relies solely on rainfall; inland
 swamps, which draw upon supplemental water from moisture-holding
 clay soils and groundwater reserves for cultivation; and tidal irrigation,
 which allows rice to be grown along flood plains and estuaries. Each of
 these rice production systems were established by the 1730s in South
 Carolina.

 Reliant solely on rainfall for moisture reserves, upland rice is generally
 found in areas receiving more than 1000 mm. It is commonly cultivated
 on soils supporting mixed woodland vegetation that is partially cleared

 11. Carpenter, "History of Rice;" Philip Curtin, Economic Change in PreColonial Africa
 (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1975); R. Charbolin, "Rice in West Africa," in Food Crops
 ofthe Lowland Tropics, ed. by C.L.A. Leakey and J.B. Wills (Oxford: Oxford University, 1977),
 7-25; and Olga Linares, "From Tidal Swamp to Inland Valley: On the Social Organization of
 Wet Rice Cultivation among the Diola of Senegal," Africa 5 (1981):557-94.

 12. Roland Porteres, "Primary Cradles;" J. Harlan et al., Origins of African Plant Domes-
 tication; and T.T. Chang, "Domestication and spread ofthe cultivated rices," in Foraging and
 Farming, ed. by D. Harris and G. Hillman (London: Unwin Hyman, 1989), 408-17.

 13. Paul Richards, Coping with Hunger (London: Allen and Unwin, 1986), 5; and Paul
 Richards, "Upland and Swamp Rice Farming Systems in Sierra Leone: An Evolutionary Tran?
 sition?," in Comparative Farming Systems, ed. by B.L. Turner and S.B. Brush (New York:
 Guilford, 1987), 156-87. Judith Carney, "Indigenous Soil and Water Management in Sene-
 gambian Rice Farming Systems," Agriculture and Human Values 8 (1991):37-48.
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 Figure 1. Farmer in Guinea Bissau illustrating use of hollowed palms for water
 control. Source: Carney fieldwork.

 and burned of surface debris. West African farmers have adapted seed
 varieties to the duration ofthe rainy season in areas of upland cultivation.
 Fertility declines, pest build-up and weeding influence the number of
 years an upland field remains in production, but generally fallows follow
 three to five years cropping. Cattle grazing is an important rotational
 sequence in upland rice cultivation. Following the rice harvest cattle are
 herded into the field to graze the stubble, their manure fertilizing the soil.
 Abandoned rice fields are frequently converted to cattle pastures during
 the fallow cycle.

 The low-lying Senegambian region is dotted with numerous inland
 swamps, of limited areal extent, which form another important microen-
 vironment for rice cultivation. This second type of rice production zone
 frees cultivation from complete dependence on rainfall by trapping sup-
 plemental moisture reserves through clay soils, and utilizing ground-
 water availability from perched water tables, artesian springs or catch-
 ment run-off. The major advantage of planting inland swamps is that
 groundwater resources can be manipulated to irrigate and drain the
 rice paddy.
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 8 agricultural history

 While the accumulation of water in the root zone extends the cropping
 period of inland swamps, rice cultivation depends on careful attention to
 drainage and water control since rice seedlings are as vulnerable to ex-
 cessive flooding as to drought.14 As a consequence, inland swamps are
 made into water reservoirs by the construction of bunds and ridges.
 Bunding a plot enables the capture of rainfall for soil saturation during
 dry cycles ofthe cropping season while planting rice on ridges within the
 enclosed area improves soil aeration. An additional device for water con?
 trol enables controlled field flooding, an important technique for weed
 control. Plot bunds are pierced with hollowed palms (Borassus aethi-
 opum) and plugged with thatch, which permits rudimentary control over
 water inflow and outflow (Figure 1). Depending on type and duration of
 groundwater availability, inland swamp cultivation generally extends the
 cropping cycle beyond the rainy season. Cattle graze the harvested plot
 until the cultivation cycle once again resumes.

 The agronomic knowledge and engineering expertise of West Africans
 revealed their sophistication in tidal rice cultivation, which occurs along
 riverine floodplains and coastal estuaries. Tidal rice relies upon the di-
 urnal variation in river level to flood and drain the rice field and evolved

 in three distinct hydrological regimes: (1) freshwater rivers; (2) season-
 ally saline rivers; and (3) coastal estuaries menaced by marine intrusion.

 Tidewater production systems are a function of coastal geomorphol-
 ogy, hydrology, and rainfall patterns. A low gradient characterizes the
 numerous rivers that discharge into the West African littoral, which en-
 able ocean currents to push saline water considerable distances up-
 stream. The Gambia River, for instance, is saline 70 kilometers upstream
 from the coast, seasonally brackish up to 250 kilometers, and perma-
 nently fresh above. Tidal rice cultivation is consequently a freshwater
 system above 250 kilometers and in the stretch from 250 to 70 kilometers,
 planting is adjusted to the downstream displacement ofthe saline inter-
 face. Along coastal estuaries south of the Gambia River where annual
 precipitation exceeds 1500 mm, rice cultivation occurs in environments
 swept by ocean tides.

 The freshwater tidal rice system involves minimal landscape modifi-
 cation. Essentially, farmers let river tides irrigate alluvial floodplains. As
 tides sometimes reach one or two feet amplitude, the swamps are trans-
 planted to rice varieties that elongate rapidly. The downstream season?
 ally saline zone is managed in a similar fashion, although sometimes a
 low embankment is placed between the rice field and the river to reduce
 tidal force. More often the task is left to nature by leaving a band of

 14. D.H. Grist, Rice (London: Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd, 4th ed., 1968).
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 9 African Expertise

 mangroves between the river and rice perimeter. Cultivation proceeds
 about one month after the rains restore freshwater reserves in river head-

 waters. Gradually the saltwater interface moves downstream, releasing
 floodplains to rice cultivation along riverine stretches with a least three
 months freshwater.

 A variation of tidewater production in seasonally saline zones exists
 south of Gambia along rivers with limited freshwater but with higher
 levels of rainfall (>1500 mm). This system involves considerable land?
 scape modification for water retention, drainage and controlled flooding.

 The West African littoral is mantled by vast stretches of mangroves
 (Rhizophera spp) whose aerial roots trap alluvium and detritus swept into
 their reach by strong ocean tides. Such sediments form some of the
 richest soils in the West African rice zone, but require careful manage?
 ment since they contain quantities of iron sulfates (pyrite) that oxidize
 upon aeration and render the soil too acidic for cultivation.15 Farmers
 prevent acidification by keeping the soil saturated during part ofthe year,
 and thus reap the higher yields from the rich organic matter retained by
 this method. Soil saturation is achieved by capturing rainfall and river
 tides.

 Preparation of a tidal rice field in seasonally saline areas begins with
 land reclamation. A site is selected and enclosed by an earthen embank-
 ment that runs parallel to the riverine arm of the sea (Figure 2). The
 embankment frequently reaches more than a meter's height and span
 and often stretches over several kilometers. It is constructed of ample
 height and width to block unwelcome tidal surges and avoid the loss of
 rainwater impounded within the perimeter. Soil excavation for embank?
 ment construction establishes the location of the principal drainage ca-
 nal. A series of lower embankments or dikes are then formed inland and

 perpendicular to the main one, which divide the perimeter into individual
 rice parcels.

 Once tidal flows are barred, the system of water control is completed.
 A series of sluices are constructed to move water through the drainage
 canals for irrigation or evacuation. The sluices are fitted with valves con?
 structed from hollowed tree trunks (frequently silk cotton species, Bom-
 bax costatum or Ceiba pentandra). Under pressure of accumulated rain?
 fall and sea tides, the sluice gate opens and closes automatically, the
 valves being sealed at low tides by the pressure of rainwater retained in
 the plots, and being opened by the pressure of river water during high

 15. F.R. Moorman and W.J. Veldkamp, "Land and Rice in Africa: Constraints and Poten-
 tials," in Rice in Africa, ed. by I. Buddenhagen and G. Persley (New York: Academic Press,
 1978), 29-43; West African Rice Development Association (WARDA), Types of Rice Cultivation
 in West Africa, Occasional Paper #2 (Monrovia: WARDA, 1980).
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 Figure 2 Three examples tidewater rice
 system, Casamance, Senegal

 03 ' mangrove
 t ? ?-l 2 areas not planted

 053 ? rice paddy

 Source: Pelissier 1966, pg. 723a.
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 11 African Expertise

 tide. An automatic valve system is not always desired, especially at crit-
 ical periods in the cultivation cycle when river tides are used for field
 flooding and weed control, or in the pre-harvest period if brackish water
 returns to the estuary. Under these circumstances, farmers plug the trunk
 with vegetal matter or planks so water flows in one direction, from paddy
 to river.

 South along the West African Rice Coast, increased rainfall permits yet
 a final variation on this system. Rice is grown along or near the coast
 where marine tides prevail year round. While this sub-type of tidal rice
 cultivation enables cultivation in areas threatened by ocean tides, greater
 effort is expended on plot desalination and weed control. Desalination of
 the marine-influenced soil is accomplished by rainfall, which over the
 span of several years, flushes the salts from the soil out to sea through
 the trunk valves. Rainfall that accumulates in the rice plot is used to
 drown noxious weeds with unwanted water evacuated through the valve
 system. A slight difference over the preceding example occurs in the
 valve design for water flow within this system. The tree trunks are nar-
 rowed into a cone at one end only, which keeps the valve closed against
 sea water intrusion but open for draining excess rainwater. Occasionally
 small canoes serve the same purpose and a plank is placed in position to
 regulate water outflow.16 Once brought into production, these tidal fields
 never need fallowing.

 Each of the indigenous rice systems present differing labor demands,
 harvest dates, weeding and fertility practices?factors that have mini-
 mized regional subsistence shortfalls for millennia. A sophisticated un?
 derstanding of tidal flows, moisture regimes, soil properties, saltwater
 movements as well as topographic diversity created an agrarian system
 that maintained high levels of productivity to support some of West Af-
 rica's densest populations.17 This agronomic knowledge and sophisti?
 cated technology was transferred by the men and women enslaved to
 work on rice plantations in South Carolina.

 When Portuguese arrived along the West African coast in the mid-
 fifteenth century, they encountered rice cultivation over a broad area
 from Gambia to Sierra Leone. But rice cultivation was also widespread
 along the inland Niger Delta (Map 1), as noted by Islamic scholars who
 journeyed overland to the Mali Empire during the fourteenth and six-

 16. Rodney, History of Upper Guinea Coast, 22.
 17. On population densities in West African rice farming systems see Linares, "From Tidal

 Swamp;" D. Paulme, Les gens du riz (Paris: Librairie Plon, 1954); and Rodney, History of
 Upper Guinea Coast.
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 teenth centuries.18 While medieval Islamic sources provide little insight
 into rice farming systems except to note the frequency of flood recession
 agriculture, early European commentaries provide more detail. By these
 accounts it is clear that African rice culture antedated the arrival of Eu?

 ropeans and was highly sophisticated.
 By the 1450s Portuguese accounts begin to mention rice cultivation in

 the region from Senegal to Gambia, the initial area of rice culture en?
 countered as ships inched southwards. The first commentary on rice
 dates to 1453 when Portuguese mariners disembarked along one Sene-
 gambian river to find a broad river plain sown to rice.19 Two years later
 Alvise da Cadamosto, the first European to describe the River Gambia,
 commented on rice cultivation in the region as well as the diversity of
 varieties planted.20 Rice proved so abundant along the West African
 coast that by 1480 Portuguese ships were purchasing the cereal for pro-
 visions, often from female traders.21

 With the European presence largely confined to the Atlantic coast and
 river estuaries, the rice systems adjusted to marine and riverine tides
 received early comment. Valentim Fernandes, who journeyed along the
 Senegambian coast between 1506-1510, was probably referring to tidal
 and flood recession agriculture when he mentioned Senegambian farm-

 18. For Arabic sources on West African food systems from the tenth through sixteenth
 centuries, see Tadeusz Lewicki, West African Food in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge
 University Press, 1974).

 19. "... they arrived sixty leagues beyond Cape Verde, where they met with a river which
 was of good width, and into it they entered with their caravels ... they found much of the land
 sown, and many ... fields sown with rice ... And ... all that land seemed ... like marshes."
 Gomes Eannes de Azurara, The Chronicle of the Discovery and Conquest of Guinea, vol.II
 (London: Hakluyt Society, 1899), 263-64.

 20. "In this way of life they conduct themselves in almost all respects similarly to the
 negroes of the kingdom of Senega [Senegal]; they eat the same foods except they have more
 varieties of rice than grow in the country of Senega ..." G.R. Crone, The Voyages of Cada-
 mosto (London: The Hakluyt Society, 1937), 70.

 21. See Paul Pelissier, Les Paysans du Senega/ (St. Yrieix: Impr. Fabregue, 1966), 711-12
 for review of rice commentaries during voyages of Eustache de la Fosse (1479-80), Duarte
 Pacheco Pereira (1505-06), and Valentim Fernandes (1506-07). On rice sales during the fif-
 teenth century see Crone, Voyages of Cadamosto, 48-49. Women's involvement in the rice
 trade was first noted by Ibn Battuta who travelled to Mali in the mid-fourteenth century; see
 H.A.R. Gibb, Ibn Battuta: Travels in Asia and Africa, 1325-1354 (London: Routledge & Kegan
 Paul, 1969), 322. The earliest European account (1580) also draws attention to women's role
 in the rice trade: ". . . and here the black women hold a market when ships are in port; they
 bring for sale rice . . ." in A. Donelha, An Account of Sierra Leone and the Rivers of Guinea
 and Cape Verde (Lisboa; Junta de Investigagoes Cientificados do Ultramar, 1977), 149. Ref-
 erences to female traders and the rice trade increase during the seventeenth and eighteenth
 centuries with the augmented demand for cereals to provision slave ships. See Judith Carney,
 The Social History of Gambian Rice Production: An Analysis of Food Security Strategies (Ph.D.
 dissertation, Geography, University of California Berkeley, 1986).
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 ers harvesting two rice crops a year.22 De Almada, describing the same
 area in 1594, noted the use of river tides for floodplain rice cultivation
 while Jobson, the English explorer who journeyed up the Gambia River
 in 1620-1621, observed rice being transplanted to riverine swamps.23
 Caillie left a clear description of tidal rice cultivation from his overland
 trip through Senegambia during the early nineteenth century: ". . . rice
 grows to the height of four feet. The soil, which is composed of a very
 hard grey sand, is fertilized by the inundations of the Tankisso."24 Wide?
 spread on floodplains from the Gambia River northwards where precip?
 itation falls below 1000 mm, tidal rice was likely the initial production
 system encountered by Europeans.

 As the Atlantic slave trade expanded along the Upper Guinea coast,
 commentaries proliferated on the tidal saline system that sustained high
 population densities. Alvares De Almada in 1594 described this system
 south ofthe Gambia River, noting the use of dikes to impound rainwater
 for desalination and seedling submersion as well as the technique of
 transplanting.25 When Sieur de la Courbe journeyed overland from Gam?
 bia to Guinea Bissau in 1685 he marvelled at the extensive system of
 dikes and rice polders developed along river estuaries.26 One hundred
 years later Samuel Gamble, a slave captain who worked the Upper
 Guinea coast, described one ethnic group-the Bagas ?as expert in rice
 cultivation. His diagram of tidal rice and accompanying account provide
 information on the water management techniques employed in the tidal
 saline system, the gender division of labor, and use of the specialized
 long handled shovel (kayendo) for turning heavy clay soils (Figure 3).27

 22. "Du Cap Vert jusqu'ici il y a deux hivernages et deux hivers chaque annee, deux fois
 ils sement et deux fois ils n?coltent le riz et le mil etc, a savoir une fois ils recoltent en avril

 et une en septembre et quand ils moissonent le riz alors ils sement les ignames et ainsi ils
 cultivent toute I'annee." In Valentim Fernandes, Description de la Cote Occidentale d'Afrique.
 Memoire No.11 (Bissau: Centro de Estudos de Guine Portuguesa, 1951), translated from Por?
 tuguese by A. Teixeira da Mota and R. Mauny.

 23. Rodney, History of Upper Guinea Coast, 20-21; and Richard Jobson, The Golden
 Trade (Teignmouth, Devonshire: Speight and Walpole, 1904 edition), 59.

 24. Rene Caillie, Travels through Central Africa to Timbuctoo, and across the Great Desert,
 to Morocco, performed in the Years 1824^1828 (London: Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley,
 1830), 210.

 25. "Fazem os negros as searas dos arrozes naquelas lalas, e fezem valados de terra por
 amor da venida do rio, mas nem por isso deixa o rio muitas vezes de os romper e alargar as
 searas. Depois deste arroz, nado, o arrrancam e transpoem em outras lalas, mais enxutas,
 onde de logo mantimento." In Pelissier, Les Paysans du Senegal, 714.

 26. "... il avait deja commence a pleuvoir... je vis des lougans de riz qui sont tout le long
 du bord de la riviere; ils sont travers6s de petites chausees [dikes], d'espace en espace, pour
 empecher que I'eau ne s'6coule ..." Ibid., 714.

 27. "The Bagos are very expert in Cultivating rice and in quite a Different manner to any
 of the Nations on the Windward Coast. The country they inhabit is chiefly loam and swampy.
 The rice they first sew [sic] on their dunghills and rising spots about their towns; when 8 or
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 Figure 3. Illustration and description of Baga rice cultivation, in Captain Samuel
 Gamble's journal, ca. 1793. Courtesy of National Maritime Museum, London.
 Source: Daniel Littlefield, 94. Reprinted with permission ofthe author.
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 Thus, from the sixteenth century the techniques of diking, desalinating,
 ridging, transplanting, and drainage that continue to characterize tidal
 saline rice cultivation south of The Gambia received repeated mention by
 European traders along the West African littoral.28

 Commentaries on rice systems located away from the coast and riv?
 erine arteries used by European traders, however, were generally absent
 before the eighteenth century, until European overland expeditions set
 forth to discover the sources of major West African rivers. From this
 period onwards the inland swamp cultivation system receives frequent
 mention as well as the techniques of plot diking, ridging, and water im-
 poundment.29 Frances Moore, a Gambia-based factor for a European
 trading company at the height of the Atlantic Slave Trade during the
 1730s, commented on the seasonal rotation of inner tidal floodplains as
 cattle pasture: "The sides of the River are for the most part flat and
 woody, for about a quarter of a Mile inland, in some Places not so much,
 and within that are pleasant open Grounds, which they use for their Rice,
 and in the dry Season it serves the cattle for Pasture."30 With the dis-
 persal of European explorers further inland throughout the nineteenth
 century, commentaries on rainfed cultivation and particularly, the burn-

 10 Inches high [they] transplant it into Lugars made for that purpose which are flat low
 swamps, at one side ... they have a reservoir that they can let in what water they please, other
 side... is a drain out so they can let off what they please. The Instrument they use much
 resembles a Turf spade with which they turn the grass under in ridges just above the water
 which by being confined Stagnates and nourishes the root of the plant. Women & Girls trans?
 plant the rice and are so dextrous as to plant fifty roots singly in one minute. When the rice
 is ready for cutting they turn the water off till their Harvest is over then they let the Water over
 it and lets it stands three or four Seasons it being so impoverished." In Daniel Littlefield, Rice
 and Slaves, 93-95.

 28. Pelissier, Les Paysans du Senegal, 711-16; and Rodney, History of Upper Guinea
 Coast, 20-23.

 29. On planting on ridges: "The rice, which is... esteem'd their choicest Food, they set
 in Rills ...; it grows in wet grounds, the Ears like Oats, in Moore, Travels into the Inland Parts
 of Africa, 31. Descriptions of the phreatic rice system include: (1) "Rice is almost the only grain
 sown at Gambia in the lands overflown by the rains of the high season. The negroes cut all
 these lands with small causeys which with-hold the waters in such a manner, that their rice
 is always moistened," in M. Adanson, A Voyage to Senegal, The Isle of Goree and the River
 Gambia (London: J. Nourse and W. Johnston, 1759), 166; and (2) "As the country is flat, they
 take care to form channels to drain off the water. When the inundation is very great, they take
 advantage of it and fill their little reservoirs, that they may provide against the drought and
 supply the rice with the moisture which it requires," in Caillie\ Travels through Central Africa,
 162. See also Park, Travels into the Interior of Africa; and G. Mollien, Travels in Africa (Lon?
 don: Sir Richard Phillips & Co, 1820).

 30. Moore, Travels into the Inland Parts of Africa, 37.
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 ing of forested tracts for agro-pastoral rotations become more numer?
 ous.31

 Several conclusions can therefore be drawn from these fragmentary
 historical records. Rice cultivation was widespread throughout West Af?
 rica prior to contact with Europeans. Numerous seed varieties were
 known and developed with differing tolerances to drought and salinity as
 well as maturation dates. The major production zones utilized for rice
 cultivation were skillfully husbanded by manipulating moisture regimes,
 topography and soil type with techniques that eased labor demands and
 simultaneously enhanced subsistence security. And finally, it was this
 sophisticated technology that provided the impetus for slave traders to
 procure their quarry from the Rice Coast and transport them across the
 Atlantic to the South Carolina plantations.

 Although South Carolina remained a rice producer through the early
 1900s, the diverse micro-environments were already sown to rice when
 the Stono slave rebellion erupted in 1739. While cultivation systems anal-
 ogous to those of the West African rice belt developed in the colony well
 before the rebellion, the reliance on each type of cultivation described
 above varied with the evolution and commoditization of the rice econ?

 omy. The early-eighteenth century serves as a point of departure for this
 section, which presents an historical overview of the changing emphasis
 on rice systems shaped in part by the technical expertise that slaves
 carried with them from West Africa to South Carolina.

 Initial efforts in rice cultivation were mainly carried out in upland areas
 of South Carolina and complemented the colony's early economic focus
 on stock raising.32 Broadleaf hardwood forests were girdled, felled and

 31. Thomas Winterbottom, An Account of the Native Africans in the Neighbourhood of
 Sierra Leone (London: C Whittingham, 1803), 49. For early archival reference (1616) on forest
 clearing for agriculture in Sierra Leone, see Rodney, History of Upper Guinea Coast, 22-23.

 32. For accounts of upland rice as the first system implemented in South Carolina see:
 Thomas Nairne, "A Letter from South Carolina," [1710] and John Norris, "Profitable Advice for
 Rich and Poor," [1712] in Selling a New World: Two Colonial South Carolina Promotional
 Pamphlets, ed. by Jack P. Greene (Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 1989);
 John Drayton, View of South Carolina (Charleston, S.C.: W.P. Young, [1802] 1972 reproduction
 of original by The Reprint Company, Spartanburg, S.C.); R.F.W. Allston, "Essay on Sea Coast
 Crops," De Bow's Review 16/1 (1854): 589-615; T.A. Richards, "The Rice Lands ofthe South,"
 Harper's New Monthly Magazine 114/19 (1859):721-38; Gray, History of Agriculture, 46;
 Clowse, Economic Beginnings; Ver Steeg, Origins of a Southern Mosaic; Sam B. Hilliard,
 "Antebellum Tidewater Rice Culture in South Carolina and Georgia," in European Settlement
 and Development in North America: Essays on geographical change in honour and memory
 of Andrew Hill Clark, ed. by James R. Gibson (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1978),
 91-115; Clifton, "Rice Industry in Colonial America;" Richard D. Porcher "Rice Culture in
 South Carolina: A Brief History, The Role of the Huguenots, and Preservation of Its Legacy,"
 Transactions of the Huguenot Society of South Carolina 92 (1987): 1-22; and Otto, Southern
 Frontiers. For a detailed description of rice cultivation systems in South Carolina, see Judith
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 burned for agro-pastoral production.33 A land use system prevailed in
 which cereals?increasingly rice cultivation ?rotated with cattle pas-
 ture.34 Livestock figured importantly in export earnings along with naval
 stores based on the extraction of tar, pitch, and turpentine from less
 fertile, pine-forested tracts.35 Rice began to surpass livestock exports in
 value during the first decades of the eighteenth century in response to
 West Indian demand for the crop as the slave food staple on sugar cane
 plantations.36

 South Carolina's agro-pastoral economy rested on slave labor. Slaves
 were charged with clearing, planting, extracting marketable forest pro?
 duce such as resin, and herding cattle?to prohibit stock damage to cul-
 tivated fields during the day, to corral the animals at night for safety, and
 to move herds to other areas for seasonal grazing and forage.37 Even
 though metropolitan advisors had recommended rice as a potential cash
 crop for the region prior to white settlement, the techniques of its pro?
 duction were unknown to European planters of English and French Hu-
 guenot descent. An English observer writing in 1704 recalled Europeans
 ". . . being unacquainted with the manner of cultivating rice" or with the
 methods for processing the crop.38 Although rice was a valued food sta?
 ple during Lent in Catholic Europe by the sixteenth century and had been
 cultivated in Italy since 1475, the crop was not widely consumed or

 Carney and Richard Porcher, "Geographies ofthe Past: Rice, Slaves and Technological Trans-
 fer in South Carolina," Southeastem Geographer (forthcoming).

 33. Ver Steeg, Origins of a Southern Mosaic, 115; Clifton, "Rice Industry in Colonial Amer?
 ica;" Peter Coclanis, The Shadow of a Dream (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 36;
 and Otto, Southern Frontiers, 30-35.

 34. Norris, "Profitable Advice," 37-42.
 35. On the livestock trade Nairne ("Letter from South Carolina," 41) wrote: ". . . South

 Carolina abounds with black Cattle to a Degree much beyond any other English colony...
 These creatures have mightily increas'd since the first settling of the colony, about 40 years
 ago. It was then reckon'd a great deal to have three or four Cows, but now some People have
 1000 Head, but for one Man to have 200 is very common." Otto, Southern Frontiers, 30,
 reports South Carolina exports of salted meat to the English West Indies by 1682; and Ver
 Steeg, Origins of a Southern Mosaic, 120-21 refers to communications by Surveyor General
 Edward Randolf during his 1699 visit to the colony that mention the significance of pitch, tar
 and turpentine to the Carolina economy.

 36. On the changing basis of exports see, Ver Steeg, Origins of a Southern Mosaic, 117;
 Clowse, Economic Beginnings; and Stephanie McCurry, "Defense of their World: Gender,
 Class, and the Yeomanry of the South Carolina Low Country, 1820-1860" (Ph.D. dissertation,
 History, State University of New York at Binghamton, 1988). For the role of rice on sugar
 plantations: Marietta Morrissey, Slave Women in the New World (Lawrence, Kansas: Univer?
 sity Press of Kansas, 1989), 24.

 37. See Peter H. Wood, " It was a Negro Taught Them,' a New Look at African labor in
 Early South Carolina," Journal of Asian and African Studies 9 (1974b): 160-69; and Otto,
 Southern Frontiers, 30-33.

 38. Quoted in Wood, Black Majority, 56 who first drew attention to European ignorance of
 rice cultivation and suggested an African contribution to its development in South Carolina.
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 Figure 4 Inland and Tidal Rice Systems on the Bluff
 Plantation*

 embankment

 sluice gate

 OS i

 cn * upland *
 * i embankmenl

 * Located at western branch of the Cooper River, Berkeley

 County, South Carolina.

 Note: This map is a modification of the Bluff Plantation map in Richard 0.
 Porcher, A Field Guide to the Bluff Plantation (New Orieans: The Kathleen

 O'Bfien Foundation, 1985) pg. 266. The modification shows both phreatic and
 tidal fields on one map.
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 Figure 5. Cross Section of Tidewater rice trunk

 planted in Protestant Europe.39 Rice cultivation as well as its rotation with
 cattle pasture was, however ?as historical records clearly indicate ?a
 widespread land use pattern along the Upper Guinea coast, frequented
 by seventeenth- and early-eighteenth century slavers.40

 The capital accumulated from ranching and forest extractive activities
 by the beginning of the eighteenth century was used to finance the swell-
 ing importation of slaves from West Africa for accelerated development
 of the rice export economy.41 The mounting economic reliance on rice
 exports in the early period of the eighteenth century was based on ex-
 pansion of cultivation: production spread from the uplands to inland
 swamps.42 Rice yields were better in these forested swampy soils, rich in
 organic matter and of high moisture retention.43 But the arduous process
 of first clearing the cypress and gum swamps was only achieved by es-
 calating the import of slaves during the early decades of the century.
 Slaves converted the swamps to rice fields and frequently constructed
 reservoirs to supplement rainfall for improved yields.

 After surveying topographic features and groundwater availability for

 39. Grist, Rice, 7.

 40. See K.G. Davis, The Royal African Company (New York: Atheneum, 1970); Rodney,
 History of Upper Guinea Coast; Curtin, Economic Change, 100-01, 144-45, 157; Wood, Black
 Majority, 45, 131; Otto, Southern Frontiers, 35-37.

 41. Clowse, Economic Beginnings; Wood, Black Majority; Ver Steeg, Origins of a Southern
 Mosaic, 114, 129, 131; Littlefield, Rice and Slaves; and Otto, Southern Frontiers, 33.

 42. See Norris, "Profitable Advice," 97-98; Nairne, "Letter from South Carolina," 40; Whit-
 ten, "American Rice Cultivation," 6 and Otto, Southern Frontiers, 34.

 43. Heyward, Seed from Madagascar, 11-16; Clowse, Economic Beginnings, 125-26; Hill?
 iard, "Antebellum Tidewater Rice," 94-100; Whitten, "American Rice Cultivation," 6-7;
 Porcher, Field Guide to The Bluff Plantation, 26-28; and Otto, Southern Frontiers, 34-35.
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 inland swamp cultivation, African laborers embanked, levelled and
 bunded marshlands in South Carolina using the technology that they had
 utilized along the Rice Coast (see Figure 4). They developed analogous
 systems of sluices (known as "trunks" in South Carolina, sketched in
 Figure 5) and canals to replenish reservoirs. The embanked rice field was
 divided into smaller plots by a system of bunds (known as "check" banks
 in South Carolina) which ensured an even flow of water over the crop so
 it would ripen uniformly. A canal led from the reservoir to the rice field,
 which in turn fed into a secondary canal that emptied with gravity flow
 from the lower bank through a trunk into an adjacent creek (Figure 4).
 With the system thus in place, water could be drawn or drained according
 to crop requirements.44

 The close correspondence in principles of water control between the
 West African and South Carolina inland swamp systems, as well as the
 emergence of identical mechanisms for regulating water flow indicates
 that both brain and brawn of slave labor was being put to diligent use by
 planters. One pertinent example is the use of the term "trunk" by South
 Carolina planters for sluices. Technology transfer from West Africa is
 revealed, albeit unwittingly, by Doar (writing in 1936) whose curiosity
 over the origin of the term led to an unexpected discovery: " 'For years
 the origin of this name bothered me. I asked every old planter I knew, but
 no one could enlighten me. One day a friend of mine who planted on one
 ofthe lowest places ... said to me with a smiling face: 'I have solved that
 little trunk question. In putting down another one, I unearthed the grand-
 daddy of plug trunks made long before I was born.' It was simply a
 hollow cypress log with a large hole from top to bottom. When it was to
 be stopped up a large plug was put in tightly and it acted on the same
 principle as a wooden spigot to a beer keg."45 South Carolina rice fields,
 like their West African counterparts, consequently used hollowed logs as
 sluice valves before the wooden gate system developed (compare Fig?
 ures 1 and 5). The hollowed logs were plugged to regulate water entry
 and exit in the same manner as in West Africa. It is likely that the initial
 use of tree trunks for regulating water flow led to the later sluice system
 retaining the name, "trunk."

 The inland swamp cultivation method, like its West African counter-
 part, presented numerous advantages over upland rice.46 The rice field

 44. This account draws on references from footnotes 49 and 50.

 45. Doar, Rice and Rice Planting, 12.
 46. Two sub-types ofthe West African system also were planted in South Carolina: inland

 swamps fed by underground springs and those carved from saline marshes. The latter was
 found along the Cooper River where "The rich marshes tempted planters as far down the river
 as Marshlands [Plantation], nearly within sight of the ocean. Here they had to depend entirely
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 no longer needed fallowing to sustain fertility and thus could be culti?
 vated continuously. Besides providing an auxiliary water reserve for mid-
 season droughts and a means to drain fields in excessively wet years, the
 reservoir system could also be used for field flooding and thus, weed
 suppression ?a major labor-demanding activity.47 Reviewing early colo?
 nial references to rice cultivation, Gray underscored the significance of
 weeding and its associated labor demands for inland and subsequently,
 tidal cultivation: "Only two flowings were employed [inland] as con-
 trasted with the later period when systematic flowings [tidal] came to be
 largely employed for destroying weeds, a process which is said to have
 doubled the average area cultivated per laborer. . . The later introduction
 of water culture [tidal] consisted in the development of methods making
 possible a greater degree of reliance than formerly on systematic raising
 and lowering of the water."48

 Despite the advantages over the upland system that preceded it, in?
 land rice production faced three problems: (1) the limited availability of
 suitable swamps; (2) an uncertain water supply in the rainfed reservoirs
 during dry years; and (3) in some years, severe end-of-season rainstorms
 (freshets) that caused creeks and rivers to overflow and destroy the rice
 crop.49 Even though these drawbacks existed, the inland system re?
 mained the dominant method of cultivation until the 1750s when the

 techniques of harnessing river tides for rice production had diffused
 throughout the colony.

 Tidal, or tidewater, rice dominated South Carolina production from the
 Antebellum period until the demise of cultivation in the twentieth century
 (Map 2). The earliest reference dates to 1738 with a notice of land sale by
 William Swinton of Winyah Bay: ". . . that each contains as much River
 Swamp, as will make two Fields for 20 Negroes, which is overflow'd with
 fresh Water, every high Tide, and of Consequence not subject to the
 Droughts."50 The statement clearly establishes that: (1) the principles of
 tidewater cultivation were already known in the colony; (2) reliance on
 tidal flow reduced drought stress in rice production; and (3) the emphasis
 on tidewater rice depended on large numbers of slaves for clearing the

 on 'reserve' waters formed by damming up local streams." John B. Irving, A Day on Cooper
 River (Charleston, S.C: The R.L Bryan Co., 1969), 154. See also N.R. Hawley, "The Old Plan?
 tations in and around the Santee Experimental Forest," Agricultural History 23 (1949):86-91.

 47. Hilliard, "Antebellum Tidewater Rice;" and Heyward, Seed from Madagascar, 14.
 48. Gray, History of Agriculture, 281.
 49. Letters of George Ogilvie, 25 June 1774, South Carolina Historical Society; Heyward,

 Seed from Madagascar; Hilliard, "Antebellum Tidewater Rice,"; and Porcher, "Rice Culture in
 South Carolina.

 50. The land sale was advertised on 19 January 1738 in the South Carolina Gazette.
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 cypress and gum swamps as well as constructing and maintaining the
 elaborate infrastructure.51 The agronomic principles involved in field
 flooding appeared in South Carolina during the first half ofthe eighteenth
 century. The growing emphasis on tidewater rice production became ev-
 ident in the dramatic increase in slave imports, which nearly doubled
 from 39,000 to 75,000 between 1750-1770.52

 The tidewater system, which one South Carolina planter termed a
 "huge hydraulic machine," rested on an "apparatus of levels, floodgates,
 trunks, canals, banks, and ditches . .. requiring skill and unity of purpose
 to keep in order."53 Slaves from the Upper Guinea coast possessed the
 engineering know-how to transform tidal swamps into a rice-producing
 "hydraulic machine" as well as the technical expertise to apply the "ap?
 paratus of production" for swamp reclamation. Controlled flooding not
 only depressed weeding but also greatly reduced labor demands over
 previous systems. A slave was consequently able to manage five acres
 instead of the two typically planted to inland rice cultivation.54 In short,
 tidewater cultivation led to improved labor output and increased yields,
 giving planters a "unity of purpose" for obtaining West African slaves
 with the requisite knowledge and skills.

 Preparation of a tidewater plantation for rice cultivation followed prin?
 ciples evident in West African tidal production (compare Figure 4 with 2).
 An embankment of sufficient height to prevent tidal spillover was con?
 structed along the river as well as through the swamp area for additional
 water control (Figure 4). The earth removed in the process resuited in an
 adjoining canal, used to receive or drain water from the fields. A series

 51. For discussions on the evolution and operation ofthe tidewater rice cultivation system,
 see: Edmund Ruffin, "General Description of the Tide Water Swamps in their Natural State,"
 Commercial Review 4 (1847):505-11; Allston, "Sea Coast Crops;" Richards, "Rice Lands;"
 A.M. Ferster, "Rice Culture in South Carolina," Proceedings of the Ef/iott Society of Natural
 History (December 1860):40-46; Doar, Rice and Rice Planting; Heyward, Seed from Madagas?
 car; Douglas C. Wilms, "The Development of Rice Culture in 18th Century Georgia," South-
 eastern Geographer 12 (1972):45-57; Sam B. Hilliard, "The Tidewater Rice Plantation: An
 Ingenious Adaptation to Nature," Geoscience and Man 12 (1975):57-66; James Clifton, "Rice
 Industry"; David Whitten, "American Rice Cultivation, 1680-1980: A Tercentenary Critique,"
 Southern Studies 21 (1982):5-26; James Clifton, "Jehossee island: The Antebellum South's
 Largest Rice Plantation," Agricultural History 59/1 (1985):56-65; Timothy Silver, A New Face
 on the Countryside. Indians, Co/onists and Slaves in South Atlantic Forests, 1500-1800 (New
 York: Cambridge, 1990) and Margaret Washington Creel, "A Pecufiar People," Slave Religion
 and Community-Culture Among the Gullahs (New York: New York University, 1988), 34.

 52. Otto, Southern Frontiers, 41.
 53. Doar, Rice and Rice Planting, 8.
 54. Allston, "Sea Coast Crops;" Clifton, "Rice Industry," 275; Whitten, "American Rice

 Cultivation," 9-15.
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 of trunks with vertically positioned flaps operated as valves to control
 water flow between the cultivated area and the river.55

 Tidewater plots were indeed highly productive as a result of the so-
 phisticated knowledge and agronomic skills brought to South Carolina
 plantations by West African slaves. Two factors determined where tide?
 water fields could be constructed: tidal amplitude and saltwater en-
 croachment.56 A location too near the ocean faced saltwater incursion

 while one too far upstream removed a plantation from tidal influence.57
 As in West Africa, a three- to five-foot tidal pitch was necessary to flood
 and drain the rice fields-a condition matched in South Carolina only
 along riverine stretches within 20 miles of the coast. Whether or not tidal
 cultivation reached to the coast, however, depended on even more com?
 plex hydrological conditions: namely, differences in freshwater dynamics
 between rivers draining the uplands and those flowing inland from the
 sea. Since rivers of piedmont origin deliver freshwater nearly to the
 coast, tidal cultivation can occur within a short distance from the ocean.
 But rivers that are arms of the sea must reach further inland for fresh?

 water flows. Along these rivers the freshwater stream flow forms a pro-
 nounced layer on top of the heavier saltwater, the former being tapped
 for tidal irrigation.58 The sites suitable for tidal cultivation in South Caro?
 lina consequently required skilled manipulation of tidal flows and saline-
 freshwater interactions to attain high levels of productivity.

 Like the West African tidal saline system, South Carolina tidewater
 production depended upon diurnal variation in marine tides and its effect
 on estuary and river freshwater levels. When the tide raised freshwater in
 the river above the field level, flooding was possible and trunks opened
 to allow water onto the fields. With successive high tides, fields could be
 flooded to the required height. Field drainage occurred through a reversal
 of this process ?opening the trunks at low tide so water could run off the
 fields.

 By the time of the American Revolution, the colony's economic prom-
 inence was anchored to tidewater cultivation. The appearance and rapid
 diffusion of the tidewater system in South Carolina during a century of

 55. Doar, Rice and Rice Planting, 7-15; Clifton, 7; Whitten, "American Rice Cultivation,"
 9-10; and Hilliard, "Tidewater Rice Plantation," 58-60 and "Antebellum Tidewater Rice Cul?
 ture," 98-110.

 56. Ibid.

 57. Ibid., 101.
 58. Reliance on the sharp horizontal discontinuity between fresh and saltwater in tidewater

 cultivation, however, was not without risk. Climatic factors were also important: periodic hur-
 ricanes drove saltwater upriver, which destroyed the rice crop; and unusually severe rain-
 storms at the end of the cultivation season (freshets) sometimes drowned the plants. See
 Allston, "Sea Coast Crops"; Doar, Rice and Rice Planting; Heyward, Seed from Madagascar;
 and Elizabeth Pringle, A Woman Rice Planter (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1961).
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 escalating slave imports from Africa's Rice Coast suggests that South
 Carolina reaped the transfer of an elaborate rice cultivation system that
 had been perfected by West Africans over centuries, if not millennia.
 While the inland swamp system proved pivotal in orienting South Caro?
 lina to an export economy based on rice, tidewater cultivation made it
 one of the most prosperous economic enclaves in the South.

 The evidence presented in this paper further substantiates Wood's
 original argument for recognizing the importance of African tutelage in
 developing South Carolina's rice economy, yet poses some questions:
 why would West Africans transfer a sophisticated technology to develop
 a plantation economy that, in turn, imposed on them onerous labor in
 insalubrious swamps? Why would they painstakingly develop an elabo?
 rate tidewater system they rejected as "mud work" following slave eman?
 cipation?59

 The answer to these questions can perhaps be sought by reexamining
 the definition of slavery, as well as the changing lineaments ofthe social
 relations of production in South Carolina's rice economy. It is possible
 that the attempt to convey the meaning of slavery and bondage in an
 essential, clear and forceful manner often obscures significant and com?
 plex details-details that reveal how subaltern societies engage in dia-
 lectical struggles between active and passive, acceptance and resistance,
 coercion and consent.60 By recognizing the complex ways in which social
 relations are challenged and transformed we may develop an alternative
 perspective toward how slaves may have seized rare opportunities to
 negotiate and improve the conditions of their unfree labor.

 During the first half of the eighteenth century, all the major rice ty-
 pologies were present in South Carolina. By 1720 slaves outnumbered
 whites in the colony?ten to one in some areas?their population bur-
 geoning rapidly with new arrivals until the 1739 slave rebellion known as
 the Stono uprising.61 A bias for slaves from rice-growing Senegambia
 and Sierra Leone characterized the period prior to Stono, which was also
 marked by the appearance of an innovative form of labor organization,
 the "task" system, quite different from the more pervasive "gang"
 form.62 Gray succinctly captured the essence of this "new" organizational

 59. James Scott Strickland, " 'No More Mud Work': The Struggle for the Control of Labor
 and Production in Low Country South Carolina, 1863-1880," in The Southern Enigma ed. by
 Walter J. Fraser and Winfred B. Moore (Westport, Conn: Greenwood, 1983), 43-62.

 60. Judith Carney and Michael Watts, "Manufacturing Dissent: Work, Gender and the Pol?
 itics of Meaning in a Peasant Society," Africa 60 (1990):207-241.

 61. Wood, Black Majority, 131; Curtin, Atlantic Slave Trade, 127-62.
 62. Philip Morgan, "Work and Culture: The Task System and the World of Low Country

 Blacks, 1700 to 1880," William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd series, 39 (1982):563-99; and Julia F.
 Smith, Slavery and Rice Culture in Low Country Georgia, 61.
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 form: "Under the task system the slave was assigned a certain amount
 of work for the day, and after completing the task he could use his time
 as he pleased." This was clearly different from the more pervasive gang
 system where "the laborer was compelled to work the entire day."63 The
 task system represented a significant improvement in that it provided
 slaves the opportunity to allocate more time to cultivate their garden
 plots, hunt, fish, and extract natural resources that could either go toward
 improving their nutritional status or be sold in local markets for small
 profits.64

 The origin of the task labor system is probably African as it was al-
 ready a pervasive feature of African slavery along the Upper Guinea
 coast and its hinterland during the Atlantic Slave Trade. Task labor guar-
 anteed those in servitude partial control over their labor power through
 a moral economy that regulated the terms under which slavery could be
 exercised. European comments on African slavery from the earliest pe?
 riod of contact mention the use of slaves for cultivation but also refer to

 slave rights, both of which are critical aspects of a task labor system.
 Cadamosto, a crew member on a Portuguese caravel that travelled to the
 Senegal River between 1455-1456, reported a Wolof king turning war
 captives to agricultural production; a half century later Valentim
 Fernandes mentioned Wolof domestic slaves having one week day to
 work for themselves; while De Almada, writing in 1594, referred to "Fula
 slaves ruling the Wolofs."65 The earliest European references to indige?
 nous slavery consequently indicate that in Africa those enslaved were not
 considered merely as animate commodities; they retained rights within

 63. Gray, quoted in Morgan, "Work and Culture," 564; Gray, History of Agriculture, 550-
 51.

 64. While Doar, Rice and Rice Planting, 32 presents a nostalgic view of the paternalism of
 the South Carolina rice planter, he does present an account of the activities which a task labor
 system enabled hard-working slaves: "They used to get other fresh meat by fishing and some
 of the thrifty raised poultry which they could sell or eat. The family was allowed land for a
 garden, and they also could plant rice, if they wished, on outside margins of the river, a
 privilege which a great many availed themselves of, judging by the little fields, which could
 be seen on the plantations."

 65. De Almada's familiarity with chattel slavery appears to have distorted his views on
 African indigenous slavery. 'Fula slaves ruling the Wolofs' likely is little more than an obser-
 vation of Wolof dependence on slave labor and an exaggeration of slave rights. Cadamosto
 quoted in Paul Lovejoy, Transformations in Slavery, 27 with Fernandes and De Almada cited
 in Rodney, History ofthe Upper Guinea Coast, 236. Many African societies, like their European
 counterparts, were stratified prior to the arrival of the Portuguese. The nomenclature,
 "slaves," designated war captives and those pawned in famine, but was frequently a tempo?
 rary social position from which one might obtain freedom. See John Thornton, Africa and
 Africans in the Making of the Atlantic World, 1400? 1680 (New York: Cambridge University
 Press, 1992), esp. 80-91.
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 the social structure and there were established limits on the hours or

 days their labor could be appropriated.66
 The Atlantic Slave Trade intensified indigenous slavery from the sev?

 enteenth century as nobles increasingly relied on servile agricultural la?
 bor to produce the food surpluses necessary to support the incessant
 wars that provided the trade's quarry. By the early-eighteenth century,
 slave villages were in evidence along coasts, rivers, and major trade
 routes throughout the Guinea region, producing the food surpluses for
 provisioning armies, caravans, aristocracies and slave ships.67 But indig?
 enous slaves retained rights that specified days of the week or hours of
 the day for working on their own fields, a system more akin to European
 serfdom than what was to be found on New World sugar plantations.68
 Caillie clearly described this prevailing task labor system, remarking that
 slaves in Guinea farmed five days a week from early morning until early
 afternoon in specific agricultural tasks but "are allowed two days in the
 week to work in their own fields . . ."69 A similar task system was already

 66. A more appropriate term to describe African slaves would be "serfs." The labor ob?
 ligations resembled those of serfs, with individuals providing service within limits mediated by
 social consensus. By 1600 the function of indigenous slaves in West African societies had
 shifted from an earlier emphasis on reproduction and domestic retainers to production and
 agriculture. (Lovejoy, Transformations in Slavery, 31.) It is in this period that the African task
 system likely took shape, reaffirming a preexisting moral economy.

 67. Walter Rodney, History ofthe Upper Guinea Coast, 253-70; Lovejoy, Transformations
 in Slavery, 108-34.

 68. The number of European traders and explorers to the Upper Guinea coast and its
 hinterland increased during the eighteenth century, which also saw the appearance of narra-
 tives by manumitted slaves. These documents provide more detailed observations of social
 structure and agricultural production. Oral histories collected in the twentieth century for
 Senegambia and Guinea attest to the continuity of the task system after abolition of the
 international trade. See Terry Alford, Prince Among Slaves (New York: Oxford University
 Press, 1977), 7; Douglas Grant, The Fortunate Slave (New York: Oxford, 1968); Paul Edwards,
 Equiano's Travels (London: Heinemann, 1967), 10; William Derman, Serfs, Peasants, and So-
 cialists (Berkeley: University of California, 1973); and Peter Weil, "Agrarian Production, Inten-
 sification and Underdevelopment: Mandinka Women of the Gambia in Time Perspective,"
 proceedings of a Title XII Conference, Women in Development, held by the University of
 Delaware in Newark, Delaware on May 7, 1981. A remnant of the task system survives in
 present day Senegambia as "strange farming" [French: navetanne] ?based on seasonal mi-
 grants providing agricultural labor on fixed days (usually 3-4 half days/week) in exchange for
 lodging, food and access to farm land; see Ken Swindell, "Serawoolies, Tillibunkas and
 Strange Farmers: The Development of Migrant Groundnut Farming along the Gambia River,
 1848-95," Journal of African History 21 (1980):93-104; and Philippe David, Les navetannes:
 histoire des migrants saisonniers de I'arachide en Senegambie des origines a nos jours (Da-
 kar: Nouvelles Editions africaines, 1980).

 69. Quoted from Derman, Serfs, Peasants, and Socia/ists, 36. While Caillie's observation is
 from the 1820s, it details the labor rights of those in agricultural servitude mentioned more
 generally but a century earlier by Equiano and the Guinean Prince, Abd Rahman Ibrahima. See
 Edwards, Equiano's Travels, and Alford, Prince Among Slaves. Another eommentary on the
 task system by Hugh Clapperton (1824), British envoy to the Sokoto Caliphate in northern
 Nigeria, mentions slave responsibility in agriculture fixed between sunrise and 2 p.m., quoted
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 in place in the South Carolina rice fields by 1751 when Johan Bolzius
 remarked, "If the Negroes are Skilful and industrious, they plant some?
 thing for themselves after the day's work."70 Whether the New World
 task labor system represents the transfer of an entire labor process from
 West Africa or is the hybrid result of negotiation and struggle between
 master and slave over agronomic knowledge and the labor process,
 awaits additional historical inquiry.

 Ver Steeg, who has questioned conventional representations of white-
 black relations in colonial South Carolina, suggests that prior to the
 Stono uprising slaves were not considered incompetent and inferior;
 they were, in fact, entrusted with considerable responsibility to the extent
 of bearing arms for the colony's defense.71 Perhaps the basis for this
 initial esteem derived from their vital role in transforming marshlands
 into rice swamps and the creativity they exercised in tailoring crop pro?
 duction to South Carolina's diverse lowland environments. From this per-
 spective the innovative task system-documented to have evolved in the
 New World first in the United States and regionally in South Carolina-
 may well have been the result of a dialectical struggle between slaves
 and planters in which slaves provided critical expertise necessary for the
 plantation to succeed in exchange for improving the conditions of their
 bondage. If this were so, West African bondsmen may have attempted to
 ameliorate European chattel slavery to the less brutal form they knew in
 their own territories.72 The historical juncture marking the convergence
 of distinct rice production systems with the appearance of the task labor
 organization in South Carolina prior to the Stono rebellion invites spec-
 ulation and certainly deserves further study in colonial planter-slave re?
 lations.

 While South Carolina and Georgia provide the only documented ex?
 amples of tidewater cultivation outside West Africa, the African role in

 in Lovejoy, Transformations in Slavery, 206-07. In addition to Lovejoy the partial autonomy of
 slave villages is mentioned by Mollien, Travels in Africa; Rodney, History of the Southern
 Guinea Coast.

 70. Bolzius quoted in Philip Morgan, "Work and Culture," 565. The entire document ap?
 pears: "Johan Bolzius Answers A Questionnaire on Carolina and Georgia," (translated and
 edited by Klaus G. Loewald, Beverly Starika and Paul Taylor) William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd
 series, 14 (1957):218-261.

 71. Ver Steeg, Origins of a Southern Mosaic, 105-06.
 72. Ira Berlin attributed the emergence of the task system to slave isolation from the

 Anglo-American world, which enabled the retention of an African cultural heritage under sim?
 ilar environmental conditions. While this view suggests an African origin for the task system,
 it did not develop on many other slave plantation systems which were characterized by ab-
 sentee owners. Ira Berlin, "Time, Space, and the Evolution of Afro-American Society on British
 Mainland North America," American Historical Review 85 (1980):44-78. For yet another view,
 see Philip Morgan, "Work and Culture," 567-69.
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 transferring rice growing to the New World extended far beyond the
 plantation system of the U.S. South. Slaves in the French West Indies
 frequently cultivated rice in provision gardens attached to coffee and
 sugar plantations.73 As early as 1579, a Spanish land grantee in Tabasco,
 Mexico commented on rice cultivation in an area where Africans were

 enslaved for tobacco production.74 Fugitive slaves in Surinam sustained
 their maroon communities by growing rice in inland swamps established
 outside the sugar plantation zone-a region similar to the low-lying de-
 pressions along Mexico's Gulf Coast that were planted to rice by run?
 aways.75 Under slavery Africans brought their culture of rice cultivation
 to New World swamps. Even after release from bondage, rice remained
 a favorite food staple cultivated by maroons in Surinam and Mexico and
 later, by emancipated slaves in South Carolina and Georgia.

 Long before millions were transported across the Middle Passage,
 West Africans had refined an elaborate food production system that dis?
 played acute knowledge of moisture regimes, soil principles, swamp
 farming, and hydrology. The result was an array of rice production zones,
 more diverse than those in Asia and attuned to different water resources,
 which maximized subsistence security and thus, human survival over
 millennia. This knowledge and the expertise to adapt rice planting to
 temperate zone conditions were among the scant "possessions" remain-
 ing to slaves pressed into the Atlantic Slave Trade. For those arriving in
 South Carolina, the lowland swamps presented precisely the environ?
 mental diversity to enable cultivation of their preferred food staple. The
 view of slaves as mere hands in the extractive-pastoral economy took on
 a new light with the quickening of planter interest and demand for rice
 within the larger New World plantation sector. Slave knowledge of rice
 cultivation offered the means to transform lowcountry environments into
 a lucrative economic system and to establish a plantation sector that
 profited from a startlingly unusual form of sophisticated technology
 transfer through their own toil. Yet in teaching their masters the needed
 skills, slaves were able to use their command of knowledge over rice

 73. Morrissey, Slave Women, 51.
 74. "Relaciones de Yucatan," I (Coleccion de Documentos Ineditos de Ultramar, 2a serie,

 tomo num.11, Madrid: Impresores de la Real Casa, 1898). The relevant quote for coastal
 Mexico is: "... en esta tierra a senbrado el arroz e millo [millet, another crop of African origin]
 y se da muy bien en ella . . .," 368.

 75. Richard and Sally Price, eds., Stedman's Surinam, (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
 Press, 1992), 208-19. Rebel settlements in eighteenth-century Surinam widely cultivated rice,
 experienced abundant harvests, transferred the crop between communities, and even took
 their names from rice, such as Reisse Condre (translation: from the quantity of rice it af-
 forded). Information from the states of Veracruz and Tabasco derived from oral histories re?
 corded by Carney in 1992.
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 cultivation to alter, albeit slightly, the social conditions of work through
 the task labor system.

 The agronomic contribution of South Carolina's black population re?
 mained without commentary in the written record until the 1970s when
 some researchers began to examine the role of slaves in the rice econ?
 omy. Although considerable headway has been made to dispel the tra?
 ditional view of slaves as mere hands, to recognizing their role as tutors,
 our society has yet to accord full respect to the men and women who
 toiled and endured enormous tribulations only to create wealth for those
 few people who treated them as animate commodities. The persistent
 view of Africans as mere hands and bodies, with nothing more to con-
 tribute than brute physical labor, has kept alive the rather unsubstanti-
 ated and ill-founded myth that Africans are incapable of comprehending
 the sophisticated concepts embodied in science and technology.76 This
 cross-cultural perspective therefore must be seen as yet another attempt
 to whittle away at the foundations of this myth by bringing historical
 evidence to illuminate the far-reaching contributions of Africans to agrar?
 ian development in the Americas.

 76. Paul Richards, Indigenous Agricultural Revolution (London: Hutchinson, 1985); and
 Michael Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men. Science, Technology, and Ideologies of
 Western Dominance (Ithaca, NY: Cornell, 1989).
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